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Motivation and Overview

Unsupervised denoising is a crucial challenge in real-world imaging applications

Deep-learning methods have demonstrated impressive performance on benchmarks based on

synthetic noise

No metrics exist to evaluate these methods in an unsupervised fashion

This is problematic because in many practical applications ground-truth clean images are simply

not available

We propose two novel metrics: the unsupervised mean squared error (uMSE) and the unsuper-

vised peak signal-to-noise ratio (uPSNR), which are computed using only noisy data.

These metrics are proven to be asymptotically consistent estimators of supervised counterparts,

MSE and PSNR.

We evaluate uMSE and uPSNR via controlled numerical experiments with synthetic noise and

real-world electron-microscopy data

Proposed Metrics

We compare the denoised image to a noisy reference with the same underlying clean signal

A correction term (based on two additional noisy references) neutralizes the noise contribution

Unsupervised mean squared error (uMSE): Given a noisy input signal y ∈ Rn and three noisy

references a, b, c ∈ Rn the unsupervised mean squared error of a denoiser f : Rn → Rn is

uMSE := 1
n

n∑
i=1

(ai − f (y)i)2 − (bi − ci)2

2
(1)

Unsupervised peak signal-to-noise ratio (uPSNR): Given an uMSE value computed from y, a, b,
c ∈ Rn the unsupervised peak signal-to-noise ratio of a denoiser f : Rn → Rn is

uPSNR := 10 log

(
M2

uMSE

)
, (2)

where M is the maximum possible value of the signal of interest

Theoretical Guarantees

If the noisy references correspond to the same clean image and the noise is pixel-wise independent

The uMSE and uPSNR are unbiased (their means equal the MSE and PSNR)

The uMSE and uPSNR are consistent (they converge to the MSE and PSNR)

The uMSE is asymptotically Gaussian, which enables the construction of confidence intervals

Comparison to Existing Approaches

In existing work, unsupervised methods are evaluated:

On simulated data with known clean images (Problem: Not real noise)

By visual inspection (Problem: Not quantitative)

referencesring to clean images estimated via averaging (Problem: Many noisy copies are needed)

Computing Noisy Realizations in Practice

Challenge: How to compute noisy references with same clean image and independent noise?

Multiple images: References correspond to consecutive frames acquired within a short time

interval (inspired by Noise2Noise). Preferable when image content does not experience rapid

dynamic changes from frame to frame

Single image: References computed from a single image via spatial subsampling. Pixels in each

2 × 2 block are assigned to each reference (inspired by Neighbor2Neighbor)

Noisy image Subsampled references Subsampling scheme

WARNING: The references should be constructed to ensure that (1) the underlying clean

signal is as similar as possible, (2) the noise is independent across references. Violating these

assumption may bias the estimators
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Results

Controlled experiments show that uMSE and uPSNR provide accurate approximations to the

MSE and PSNR, without access to clean ground-truth images

Natural images with

Gaussian noise (σ = 50)
Electron-Microscopy images

with Poisson Noise

Method PSNR uPSNR uPSNRS PSNR uPSNR uPSNRS

Bilateral 21.84 21.86 22.90 20.18 20.20 20.21

UNet 24.95 24.96 23.52 24.65 24.69 24.79

DnCNN 23.95 24.0 26.08 25.74 25.68 25.86

BlindSpot 24.08 24.07 22.77 24.86 24.87 24.74

Single-image uPSNR (uPSNRS) is more accurate for electron-microscopy images because they

are smoother (so the spatially subsampled clear images are more similar)

Real-World Application: Denoising at the Atomic Level

Unsupervised denoising is crucial for transmission electron microscopy (TEM), a key imaging

modality in material sciences. We apply unsupervised denoising to 18,597 noisy TEM frames

depicting platinum nanoparticles on a cerium oxide support and use uPSNR to evaluate them

Moderate SNR test set Low SNR test set
Data

Gaussian smoothing

20.4 dB 16.0 dB

Neighbor2Neighbor

26.9 dB 18.6 dB
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